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SINGULAR ELLIPTIC OPERATORS OF SECOND ORDER

WITH PURELY DISCRETE SPECTRA

BY

ROGER T. LEWIS1

Abstract. The Friedrichs extension of a second order singular elliptic operator is

considered on a weighted £^(ß) space. The region Ü is not necessarily bounded.

Necessary conditions and sufficient conditions on the coefficients that will insure a

discrete spectrum are given with a certain degree of sharpness achieved. The

boundary conditions include the Dirichlet, Neumann, and mixed Dirichlet-Neumann

boundary value problems.

1. Introduction. The terminology and notation used here is essentially that used in

the books by Kato [8] and Showalter [15]. The reader is referred to those books for

elaboration.

Let i) be a symmetric closed form bounded from below by a positive number with

a domain 7)(b) that is dense in a Hilbert space 77. (In this paper 77 = £2(ß).) The

first representation theorem [8, p. 322], which was proved by Friedrichs in this

special case, guarantees the existence of a selfadjoint operator £h associated with t)

with the same bound from below. Moreover, D(Th) is a core of £) [8, p. 317].

The first representation theorem of [8] applies more generally to m-sectorial forms

t associated with certain operators Tt which are not necessarily selfadjoint. However,

our primary concern in this paper is with conditions that will insure that Tt has a

discrete spectrum, i.e., Tt has a compact resolvent and the spectrum consists of a

countable number of eigenvalues of finite multiplicity which converge to oo. There-

fore, we may restrict our attention to Re Tt since Tt has a compact resolvent if and

only if Re Tt has a compact resolvent [8, p. 337].

Let ß be an open, connected subset of R" that is not necessarily bounded. Denote

the boundary of ß by Y. Let w(x) be a measurable weight function that is

positive-valued for almost every iêSI. The Hilbert space of complex-valued func-

tions/(x) satisfying

/w(x)|/(x)|   dx < oo

will be denoted by £¿(0). When w(x) = 1 we denote £¿(0) by £2(ß).

We shall have occasion to write ß as the union of an increasing sequence of open

sets {ß*.}, ß* G tik+x for each k. Let 77b(ß) and 77&(ßA) denote the inner-product
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654 R. T. LEWIS

spaces formed from the elements of 7)(fj) and {<i>la : <f> G D(t))}, respectively, with

the form inner product (u, v)¡, = f)[w, v].

Lemma 1. Suppose that ß is the union of an increasing sequence of open sets {Uk} for

which the identity injection ik: 77,, (ß^) -» £-l(Qk) is compact. If there is a positive-val-

ued function p(x) on ß and a sequence of positive numbers ek -» 0 as k -» oo such that

( 1 ) w(x)p(x)     < ek   for almost every x G ß ~ Qk

and

(2) f      p(x)\u(x)\2dx< í)[u,u]   for all u G D(f))
Ja~Qk

then Tb has a-discrete spectrum.

Proof. Since Tb is bounded below by a positive number, then the mapping Tb ' :

£2.(ß) -» 77ft(ß) is continuous. Hence, we only show that the identity injection 7:

77„(ß) ^ £2(ß) is compact.

Define the injection Ik: Tf^ß) -» £2(ß) for each k by Ik = ßk ° ik ° pk where pk:

77b(ß) -» Hb(Qk) is defined by pkf = f\ük for /G77[,(fi), iA is given by the

hypothesis, and

f(x),    xGÜk,

-Of

Since iA is compact and /^ and pfc are continuous, then Ik is compact.

It will suffice to show that 7 is the limit in operator norm of the sequence {7A}. Let

<bk(x) = p(x)~x/2 \ü forx G Qk and <¡>k = 0 for x & Çlk; then we can write

hf=*k{pf

for any / G 77¡,(fl). Consequently, if / G 77(,(ß) with II / II (, = 1, then

||(/,-/)/lfe(«,=||(^-^,/2)^/2/lfe(a)

= /       {w(x)p(x)-])p(x)\f(x)\2 dx
Ja~ak

J       p(x)\f(x)\2dx<eMf,f]=ek.
•'n—o.■'a-a

Therefore, 7 is compact since it is the limit of compact operators.

Lemma 1 is known in many different special cases. See, for example, Dunford and

Schwartz [3, p. 1448], Glazman [4, pp. 89, 152], and Schechter [13, p. 188]. The

author is indebted to Robert M. Kauffman for communicating to him the basic idea

of this proof.

The Sobolev space 77m(ß) is defined to be the completion of Cm(ß) = {f\â-

f G C0"'(R")} with respect to the norm || ■ || //«i,™ induced by the inner product

(f^g)H-iQ) = l\fD"f-D"g:\a
'a

The space 770m(ß) is the closure of C0°°(ß) in 77m(ß).
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The next two hypotheses will be assumed in much of what follows. The reader is

referred to Showalter [15] or Trêves [16] for an explanation of some of the terms.

%\. Assume that ß is the union of an increasing sequence of bounded open sets

(ß^.} each of which lies on one side of its boundary, Yk. For some positive integer m,

assume that

{*10t:*6D(5)} QH«(Qk)

for k— 1,2,_ Finally, assume that each Yk is a C'-manifold, and that w(x) is

bounded on each Qk.

The next hypothesis is a coercivity requirement.

% 2. For each k there is a ck > 0 such that

2
|f)[«, «] |>cjw||//"'(ß4)

for all u G {$i0t:$eZ>(t))}.

Corollary to Lemma 1. Let § be a closable, symmetric form bounded from below

by a positive number. Let § have closure fj, and assume % 1 and DC 2. 7/(1) of Lemma 1

holds and

(3) f      p(x)\v(x)\2 dx<è[v,v]   forallvG D(è),

then Tb has a discrete spectrum.

Proof. First, we show that (3) implies (2) of Lemma 1. If u G D(i)) then there is a

sequence {v,,} G 7)(s) such that vn -> u in £2,(ß) and s[v„ — vm, vn — vm] -» 0 for «,

m — oo. Therefore, {«„} has a limit in £p2(ß ~ iïk). By (1), u is the £2(ß ~ ßj-limit

of {vn}. Inequality (2) now follows since §[u„, v„] -> b[«, u] as « -> oo.

The identity injection from 77()(ßA) to 77m(ßA) is continuous for each k by DC2. By

DC1, Hm(tik) can be compactly imbedded in £2(ß^)—see Showalter [15, p. 49].

Hence, the identity injection ik: Hb(Q,k) -» £-2(Qk) is compact. By Lemma 1, the

proof is complete.

A well-known application of this corollary is the one in which the potential q(x)

becomes unbounded at oo on an unbounded set ß G R" with sufficiently smooth

boundary, which implies that the spectrum of the Schrödinger operator — A„ + q(x)

has a discrete spectrum [4, 13]. The next example presents some variations on this

theme. We denote the gradient operator by V and the Laplacian in R" by A„.

Example 1. Let ß = {x G R3: x = (xx, x2, x3) with x¡ > 0 for / = 1,2,3} and

ä[u,v]=l [(A(x)vu(x), v«(x)) + q(x)u(x) v(x) ] dx,       u,vGD(s,),

where A(x) = (a¡j(x)) is a 3 X 3, symmetric, positive definite matrix. Assume that

q(x) is real-valued and continuous on ß and that each ai} G C(ß). Finally, assume

that the minimum eigenvalue of A(x) and q(x) have a positive lower bound on ß.

(ï)lf D(ï) = {uïq: u G CX(R3 ~ {0})},

w(x)q(x)     ^0   a.e. as | x \ — oo,
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and

w(x)q(x)     -> 0   a.e. as | x |-> 0

then Tb has a discrete spectrum.

(ii)lfD(ê) = Cx(Q),

w(x)q(x)     — 0   a.e. as x,,-» 0 for / = 1,2,3,

and

w(x)<7(.x)     -* 0   a.e. as | x |—oo,

then Tb has a discrete spectrum.

Proof. The fact that § is closable follows from a theorem of Kato and Schechter

[8, p. 318] (and it is discussed more below). The coercivity condition of 3C2 is

obviously satisfied. Condition %l is satisfied, and the conclusion of (i) follows by

choosing, for example,

ß, = {x G ß: xx/> + *■/> + x\" > 1 and | x - (j, j, j) \<j)

for j — 2, 3,..., (where | • | denotes the Euclidean norm). The conclusion of (ii)

follows by choosing each ß. in order that ß • C ß in a similar manner.

The form s of Example 1 is associated with the elliptic differential operator

L = - 2, ^M*)¿+ <?(*)•
1,7=1 ' J

Condition (i) is satisfied by q(x) =|x|_l + \x\ and condition (ii) is satisfied by

q(x) = xxx + x2x + x3x + \x\. Applications similar to (i) and (ii) follow (with

appropriate adjustments in D(ê)) when ß is bounded and q(x) approaches +oo

near the boundary of ß. Also, similar applications follow for higher order elliptic

operators.

We assume throughout the remainder of this paper that the boundary of ß, Y, is

sufficiently smooth in order that the first formula of Green applies. We denote the

trace operator [15, p. 40] on the Sobolev space 77m(ß) by y0 and the traces of the

normal derivatives by y■,_/ = 1,2,.. .,m — 1. Let | • | denote the Euclidean norm in

R" (as well as absolute value—the difference being clear from the context).

The next lemma, whose origin dates to the Hardy inequality, will be used to

establish condition (3). In the case of « = 1, the proof is established in [6] for

compact support functions <l>(x).

Lemma 2. Let g G 772(ß) be real-valued and satisfy A„g(x) ¥= 0 on ß; then

j \A„g(x)\ \<p(x)\2dx <2¡ \<p(x)\ |vg(x)\ \v<b(x)\dx
(4) 'O -to

^4Í \A„g(x)\   '|vg(^)|2|v*(^)|2^

for all 4>(x) G Cf(R") that satisfy

(5) (-ir/y,g(,)y0|<i,(,)|2*<()

where r/ = 0 // A,,g > 0 on il and ij = 1 if A„g <0 on tl.
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Proof. By the first formula of Green,

( Ang(x) | 4>(x) |2 dx = [ yxg(s)y0\<t>(s)\2 ds ~ 2 [ vg(x) • (Re <t>(x)v*(x)) dx.
Ja Jr JQ

Hence,

f | A„g(x) 11 <¡>(x) \2dx <2Í \vg(x)\ \4>(x)\ \v<t>(x)\dx
Jo Jn

1/2

f \Ang(x)\\<j>(x)\2 dx   '     /'|vg(x)|2|A„g(x)|"1|v<í'(^)r^
Jo. Jn

I,'2

by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The conclusion now follows.

The lemma obviously holds for all <i> G C™(tt), which will later allow us to apply

it to the case of the Dirichlet problem. However, for some sets ß and certain choices

of functions g(x), a much wider range of applications is possible. Since yxg = Vg ■ v,

where v denotes the unit outward normal at x G Y, then vg • v *s 0, for each x G Y,

will insure that inequality (5) holds for all <£ G C0°°(R").

Example 2. Suppose that, for some a G C'(R') and r =| x \ , g(x) = a(r) for all

x G Y. Assume that either Y does not contain the origin or that a'(0) = 0. Then, the

inequality

(6) a'(r)(xx,...,x„)-v<0,       x G Y,

implies that (4) and (5) hold for all <f> G C0°°(R"), provided A„g > 0 on ß.

Example 2 follows from the fact that y,g = Vg ■ v = r~xa'(r\xx,.. .,x„) ■ v for

any nonzero x G Y.

In some of our applications, when g is a radial function as above, a'(r) will be

nonnegative. In order to insure that inequality (5) holds for all <f> G C0°°(R" ) we will

need to have Y = Y~ UT0 where Y~ and T0 are defined as follows:

Define Y+ , Y°, and Y~ to be the set of all x G Y such that

(xx,...,xn) ■ (vx,...,v„)

is positive, zero, or negative, respectively, where v = (vx,... ,vn) is the unit outward

normal vector at x G Y.

Note that jc is in T+ , Y°, or Y according to whether the angle 6 between the

point vector from the origin to x and the outward normal vector v is acute, right, or

obtuse. For example, if ß is the exterior of a ball that is centered at the origin, then

6 = 77 and r = r   .

Corollary to Lemma 2. 7/<i> G C0'(ß ~ {0}), then

(7) 4Í |*|V<i>(*)|2^ >(J8 - 2 + nf ( \xf~2\<p{x)\2 dx.

Moreover, for « > 2, inequality (7) is valid for all (¡> G {u G C0'(R" ~ {0}): u(x) = 0

on Y+ } when ß > 2 — « and when ß < 2 — n, it is valid for all <i> G {u G

CX(R" ~ {0}): u(x) = 0onY- }.

Proof. The proof is trivial for ß - 2 - «. If ß(ß - 2 + n) ¥= 0 let g(jc) -1 x f

and apply Lemma 2. If ß = 0, and n ¥= 2, let g(x) = (4/(« - 2))ln \x\. The

remainder of the proof follows from the discussion above.
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Inequality (7) is proved in [2] for <f> G C0'(ß ~ {0}) and in that paper an earlier

proof is attributed to Piepenbrink [11].

2. Sufficient conditions for discreteness of the spectrum of second order elliptic

differential operators. In this section we assume that the boundary of ß, F, is a

C'-manifold and that ß is the union of an increasing sequence of bounded open sets

{ßA}, ßt C ßA + ,, each of which lies on one side of its boundary, Yk, which is a

C'-manifold. We do not assume that ß is necessarily bounded.

Define the differential operator S by

s = w(xy] - 2   aT.0*/*)^+ <?(•*)

where A(x) = (a¡ (x)) is a symmetric « X « matrix whose elements are continuously

differentiable on ß. The weight w(x) is defined as above (see %l also), and q(x) is

assumed to be a real-valued, measurable, locally integrable function on ß that has a

positive lower bound on ß. (The requirement that the lower bound be positive can

be relaxed some by adding À > 0 to the form § below.) Let o(s) be a piecewise

smooth, nonnegative function on I\ Set

a   i=i \ j = i /    '

where v = (vx_,v„) denotes the unit outward normal on Y. Finally, we define the

domain of S to be

D(S) = {u:u = (Ma for some <f> G C^(R"),Su G C2(ß), the support of u

is in Qk for some k, and c(s)du(s)/dvA + o(s)u(s) — 0 for s G Tj

where c(s) is equal to either 1 or 0 for each sEf. Assume that c(s) and a(s) are not

both zero at any § G Y.

The differentiable operator S: E2(ß) -» £2(ß) is closable since its domain, which

contains C(f(ß), is dense in £2(ß) [8, p. 268]. As a consequence, the form g defined

by 5[u,v} = (Su,v) with D(è) = D(S) is closable [8, p. 318] and by Green's

formula

s[w,u] = /    (/f(i)v«(x), v«(i)) + q(x)u(x)v(x)\ dx + I o(s)u(s)v(s) ds.

Let 1) be the closure of s ; then Tb is the Friedrichs extension of S.

Let pA be a positive-valued function on [0, oo) satisfying

minimum eigenvalue A(x) s* pA(\ x |),       x G ß.

(The eigenvalues of A(x) can be regarded as continuous functions on ß—see [8,

Chapter II, §5.5].) Suppose that there is a sequence of positive numbers {ck}

(possibly converging to zero), such that pA(\ x |) > ck > 0, x G Slk. Note that h

satisfies 'fK. 1 and DC2.

Our objective is to use the corollary to Lemmas 1 and 2 to establish conditions on

pA(\ x |) and w(x) that imply that Tu, the Friedrichs extension of S, has a discrete
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spectrum. We will do this by exhibiting a function g(x) on ß satisfying the

hypothesis of Lemma 2, the inequality

(8) |A„g|-'|vg|2<p,(|x|),       xGß,

and the limit limk_xw(x) | A„g |   ' 1S 0.
Consider the case in which ß is unbounded. The differential inequality (8) is

simplified considerably if we choose g(x) to be radial, i.e., g(x) = a(r), for r = | x |,

for some a G C(2,(R). In this case, | Vg|2 =| a'(r) |2 and A„g(x) — a"(r) +

(n — l)r~xa'(r); hence, inequality (8) reduces to

(9) \a'(r)\2^pA(r)(a"(r) + (n-l)rxa'(r)).

When « = 1, it is shown in [1] (see [7; 9; 4, p. 120] also for w(x) = 1), where the

higher order case is also considered, that for ß = [ 1, oo) and q = 0, T^ has a discrete

spectrum if and only if
/•OO __ . /-OO

lim W(x) I   pA(t)    dt - 0   when /   pAx dt
x -» oo •> x "M

< oo

or

fx — i r°°
lim W(x)\ pA(t)    dt = 0    when /   pAx dt = oo

x-^oo •'l •'l

where

W(x)

/•OO /-OO

/    w(t) dt when/    w(t)dt <oo,
Jx J\

rX fCG

I  w(t) dt when /    w(t) dt = oo.
Jx Jx

This result is extended to the case when « > 1 in the theorems that follow. For the

sake of simplicity we assume that p = inf{| x | : x G ß} > ß > 0 for some number ß.

Theorem 1. Let ß be unbounded. Assume that either Y+ — 0 or that u(s) = 0 on

Y+ for all u G D(S). Let <¿(r) be a positive-valued, piecewise continuous function on

(0, oo ) satisfying

(10) w(x)^co(r),       xGQ,r=\x\.

Assume that there is a number K > 0 such that for all x G ß

i
sx-"pA(sylds    s"-xo>(s)      t"xu(t)dtf   tx-"pA(tyX dt

Jp J ß J s

ds^K.

If

(12)
rr y00 — i

lim   / t"-xu(t)dt     tx"pA(t)    dt = 0
— X       'it J r

then Tb has a discrete spectrum.

Proof. Letg(x) = /W rx-"[frxsx'"pA(s)-x ds]-] dr, x G ß, and

W
r1   " / s"   'ío(í)h(x)=fXlrx-"fs"-xu(s) ft"-xo:(t)dtfCCtx-"pA(,) dt

-1

ds dr. x GÜ.
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i I2       I    |2-2n

I Vg|   = \x\ /   sx-"pA(s)   lds

V«|2=U|2~2n

A„g = pA(\x\yl\vg\2,

fXls"~xco(s)lft"-xw(t)dtfXtx-"pA(ty,dt\     ds

and

A,A = «(|x|)//lV-1W(0Ap1-"M^(0~1*-
•//8 ■'1*1

Hence, for any m G D( § )

8[".«]>/V,i(l*l)l V«|2¿x^/"| Vg|2(A„gr'| v»|2^
■'Í2 •'a

> 2_1 f | Vg|| V« 11 m | dx >(2K)~] f \vh\\vu\\u\dx

>(4Ky] ÍA„h\u\2dx

by Lemma 2 and inequality (11). The conclusion now follows from (10), (12), and

the corollary to Lemma 1.

The rather annoying requirement posed by (11) is not very restrictive when viewed

in conjunction with (12). (The author conjectures that the requirement (11) can be

eliminated.) For example, if the product of (12) decreases to zero then it is easy to

show that (11) is satisfied. More generally, it is not hard to show that (11) « satisfied

provided there is a function F(r) such that for any x£ß

fj"-Xu(t)dt]     tX~"pA(ty'dt

w,„->/=■(!* I) rxj"-xu(t)dtf tx-"pA(ty]dt
Jß J\x\

and

F(\x\) (lxls"-xu(s) ds fX'sx-"pA(Syl ds

Jp J\x\

is bounded for all x G ß. If F(r) is a constant function then this requirement specifies

that as the inverse of the product in (12), [// t"~xu(t) dtj/° tx~"pA(tyx dt]~~x,

diverges to infinity, the negative oscillation remains bounded.

The next theorem shows that for certain weight functions an analogous sufficient

condition for a discrete spectrum holds even when

/oo _ ,tx-"pA(ty' dt = co.
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Theorem 2. Let ß be unbounded. Assume that either Y = 0 or that u(s) = 0 on

Y~ for all u G £>(§). Let inequality (10) hold and f* s" xu(s)ds < oo. 7/ « = 2

assume that

j     \rfs   Va(s)    ds\     dr < oo.

//

(13) ^'-"^(i)"1 ds ["/"'«(i)! [^"-'«(í) di fV->(í)"' di)   ' ds
Jf> J\x\ \Js Ja '

is bounded on G and
/•oo ¡,r .

(14) lim   /   t"   xa(t)dt    tx-"pA(ty'dt = 0
r—oo   •>r •'a

Then Tb has a discrete spectrum.

Proof. Let

g(x)=f°rx-»\fsx-»pA(sy
J\x\ \-Jo

ds dr,

h(x) = -fXlsx-"fXt"-xœ(t)(fœu"-xU(u)dufux-"pA(uy]du\     dtds,

and then proceed as in the proof of Theorem I.

It should be noted that when pA(t) — f2" and u(t) = t& for ß < -n the limit in

(14) holds but the function in (13) is not bounded on ß. However, it is shown below

that Tb has a discrete spectrum even in this case.

Theorems 1 and 2 obviously remain valid if (12) and (14) are replaced by the more

general conditions

(15)        lim   \w(x)    q(x) +

and

(16)       lim   \w(x)    q(x) +

rr-*a(t)dtf tx--pA(t) 'dt
Jß J\x\

f t"-^(t)dtrtx-'pA(ty]dt
J\x\ Ja

X

oo,

respectively.

In the special case of ß = R" and w(x) = 1, a theorem of Schechter [13, p. 192]

(cf. Lemma 3.3 of [14]) can be used to remove condition (11) of Theorem 1. This is

achieved by adapting the proof of Theorem 1 as follows:

Let h(x) = | x \2/2 and let g(x) be defined as in the proof of Theorem 1. Suppose

that for a given e > 0

1*1  /    rx-"pA(ryxdr<E
J\x\
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when | x \> B. Then for <j> G {u G C0°°(R"): u(x) = 0 for | x |< B}

s(<í>,(í))^ f pA(\x\)\ v<t>\2dx>2-x [ | vg|| v<¡>\\4>\dx

>(2e)~'f   \vh\\v<j>\\4>\dx>n(4ey] f  \ <¡> \2 dx.
R" R"

According to Schechter's theorem, this implies that the essential spectrum of Tb is in

[w(4e)_1, oo). The result follows.

Consequently, we can conclude from the corollary to Theorem 4 below that when

ß = R", q(x) = 0, w(x) = 1, and min e.v. A(x) — max e.v. A(x) = pA(\ x |), then

lim   \x\" fXrx-"pA(ryidr = 0
W-oo J\x\

is necessary and sufficient in order that the spectrum of Tb be discrete.

Finally, note that in the case of ß bounded, results like Theorems 1 and 2 can be

established as well via Lemmas 1 and 2. For example, if Y included a portion of the

surface of the ball | x \ < A and the singularities of the coefficients occur on that part

of T, then with a suitable choice of {ßA}, Theorems 1 and 2 would hold with oo

replaced by A.

3. Necessary conditions for discreteness of the spectrum of second order elliptic

differential operators. In this section, we show that Theorems 1 and 2 are sharp, at

least in certain cases. Our main device for doing this will be the following theorem

that can be found in the book of Glazman [4, p. 15].

Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition for the number of points of the

spectrum of a self adjoint operator A, lying to the left of a given point A0, to be an

infinite set, is that there exists an infinite dimensional set G C D(A) for which

(Au — c\0u, u) < 0   for all u G G.

Since 5 of §2 is symmetric then Tb is selfadjoint [8, p. 323] and Theorem 3 applies

to Tb.

Corollary to Theorem 3. If there is an infinite dimensional set M G 7)(b) such

that

h(u, u) <X0(u, u)   for all u G M

then the number of points of the spectrum of Tb, lying to the left of\0, is infinite.

Proof. Let {^>,}°L, be an orthonormal basis for M and let G = D(Tb) n M. Since

(Tbv, v) = l)(v, v) for all v G D(Tb) then we need only show that G is infinite

dimensional.

Suppose G is finite dimensional; then for some k, ((j>k, v) = 0 for all v G G.

According to the first representation theorem [8, p. 322] (by Friedrichs for this

special case) D(Tb) is a core of Í). Therefore, there is a sequence [\pj}JLx G D(Tb)

converging to <¡>k in £2(ß) and

Hty'tj) -* &(**,**)    as./-»oo.
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Consequently, for j large i)(t//;, i^) < X0(^, <^) which implies that t//y G G.  But

tk -> <¡>k in £2(ß) implies that

itk'tj) -(**.**) = 1    as7^ °o.

which contradicts the fact that (<f>¿, u) = 0 for all ü G G. The proof is complete.

Lemma 3. Let U be a bounded open subset o/ß that lies on one side of its boundary,

which is a Cx manifold. Suppose <f> G C0(U) has a piecewise continuous derivative in

U. If q and w are bounded on compact subsets of ß, then <j> G D(h).

Proof. Let 4> be the extension of (¡> as zero outside U. Since 3^/3a', has at most

jump discontinuities, then (f>, d<j>/dx¡ G £2(R"), for i = 1,2,...,«. Hence, 4> G 77'(R")

which implies that <f> = <j>1(j G H¿(U) (see Trêves [16, pp. 245-247]). Consequently,

<j> is the Hx(U)-limit of C0°°(l/) functions {4/k)t=i- Since q and w are bounded on

supp 4> and each a/y G C'(ß), then {tpk} is b-convergent to $ [8, p. 313] which

implies that $ G D( f) ) by Theorem 1.17 of [8, p. 315].

In order to prove necessary conditions for the discreteness of the spectrum of Tb

analogous to the sufficient conditions of §1, the following hypothesis will be

required concerning ß.

DC3. Let {x G R": | x \> ß} Ç ß /or some number ß > 1.

Theorem 4. Assume %3. Let yA(r), w(r), q(r) G C[ß, oo) and assume that for

x G {x 6R": \x\>ß}

maximum eigenvalue A(x) < y,,(| x |),        w(x) > ¿>(| x \),

and

q(x)^q(\x\).

If there is a sequence {(#>/<( 0} °f continuous piecewise differentiable functions with

disjoint supports in [ß, oo) such that

'""'Y» I *i(') I2 + (?(') - Xo*(r)) I <¡>k(r) |2   dr < 0
ii

for each k, then spectrum(Tb) D ( — oo, A0) is infinite.

Proof. The proof follows from the corollary to Theorem 3, Lemma 3, the

inequality

< / k(l x I) I *i(l * I) I2 + (?(l * I) - \M\ * I)) I M\ * I) I2] dx

for each &, and a change of variable to polar coordinates.

It is interesting to note that for yA(r) G C[ß,oo), the sequence {<f>k} of Theorem 4

exists such that (17) is satisfied if and only if the ordinary differential equation

(18) -j-\r"-xyA(r)jry(r))+r"-xq(r)y(r) = r"~x\Qù(r)y(r)

is oscillatory [4] (i.e., every solution has an infinite number of zeros on [ß, oo)) or,

equivalently, if each selfadjoint differential operator generated by (18) has an
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infinite number of points of its spectrum in the interval ( — 00, A0). (The continuity

requirements on the coefficients probably can be relaxed.) It is known (cf. Ahlbrandt,

Hinton and Lewis [1], Moore [10] and Hille [5]) that equation (18) is oscillatory

provided q(r) < A0w(/-) on [ß, 00) and either
/•OO

/   r"-x(\0œ(r)-q(r))dr< 00

and

(19) lim sup/ sx~"yA(s)    ds      j"~'(A0w(s) - q(s)) ds > 1
r— oc Jß J r

or

C sx-"yA(SyX ds< 00
Jß

and
/•oo _ , ¡.r

(20) lim sup/   sx-"yA(s)    ds    s"~x(\0û(s) ~ q(s)) ds > 1.
r—oc -V Jß

Also, equation (18) is oscillatory [10] when

(21) /   s,-'yA(syids=¡   s"-](\0ù(s)-ti(s))ds=cc.
Jß Jß

Consequently, corresponding to the sufficient condition for discreteness of the

spectrum of Tb given in Theorem 1 we have the necessary conditions of the next

corollary.

Corollary to Theorem 4. ,4 sswme DC 3, q(r) = 0 onQ, and that y'A(r) G C[ß, 00).

Suppose that Tb has a discrete spectrum. If Jjf r"~xù>(r)dr < 00, then

Cr — I f°°

lim      sx~"yA(s)     ds      s"~xu(s) ds = 0.
r—oc   Jß Jr

If Ja°sx-"yA(s)-]ds< 00, then

lim      s"-xù(s)ds      sx~"yA(s)     ds = 0.
r — 00   Jß J r

Proof. Since the spectrum of Tb is discrete then neither (19) nor (20) holds for

any A0 > 0, i.e., either
¡.r _. /»oo

lim sup/ sx-"yA(s)    ds      s"-xù(s) ds =£A0'
r-00       Jß Jr

for every A0 > 0 or

/oo _ , ¡-r
sx-"yA(s)    ds    s"-x£}(s)ds^\

JÑ

I
0

for every A0 > 0, depending on which integral exists. Consequently, the conclusion

follows.

In order to investigate the sharpness of Theorems 1 and 2 and the corollary to

Theorem 4, we consider the following example.
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Example 3. Let pA(r) = ra\yA(r) = ra\ u(r) = ù(r) = rK,andq(x) = |x|T = rT

for r = | x | .

(i) Sufficient conditions. If a, > 2 — « assume that u = 0 on l+, if a, = 2 — «

assume that m = 0 on Y, and if a, < 2 — « assume that u = 0 on T for all

u G D(S). The spectrum of 7^ is discrete if a, > k + 2 or t > k.

(h) Necessary conditions. Assume DC3. If the spectrum of Tb is discrete then

a2> k + 2 or t > k.

Proof. Theorems 1 and 2 with (15) and (16) replacing (12) and (14) imply (i)

when a, =£ 2 — n. If 2 — « = a, > k + 2, then k = -n — 25 for some 5 > 0. By the

corollary to Lemma 2

( | x |2~" | v* |2 dx > /" | x I2"""* | V* |2 dx > -ir f | x |-"-« | <j> I2 ¿x.
•'a ■'a 4 /ß

The discreteness of the spectrum of Tb follows from the corollary to Lemma 1.

In order to prove (ii) we need to show that the equation

- (r«»+"-y(r))' + r"'x{rT - \0r")y(r) = 0

is oscillatory for some A0 > 0 when a2 < k + 2 and t < k. If k ¥= -«, this fact

follows from the oscillation criteria (19) and (20). If k = -«, it follows from (21).

Therefore, in the case of the Dirichlet problem—c(s) = 0 and a(s) = 1 on

T—and

*-H*i-{i£i*r£+i*r}

with hypothesis DC 3 holding; the spectrum of Tb is discrete if and only if a > k + 2

or t > k.
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Added in Proof. Kalf and Walter in their paper, Strongly singular potentials and

essential self-adjointness of singular elliptic operators in C^R" \ {0}) (J. Funct. Anal.

10 (1972)), prove an inequality which is a special case of Lemma 2—choose g(x) as

in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2.
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